
 
   
   

                           

           
 

 
 
 
 

MANAGING MULTIPLE LOSSES 
by Kim Mooney 

 
 
We know that each significant loss in our lives contains a number of different or 
secondary losses within it.   The death of a loved one can mean the loss of a 
trusted friend, a financial partner, the dreams of a future cut short, disruption of 
family, changes in lifestyle and health, just to name a few.   
 
Other changes, such as divorce, job loss or health concerns, can also undercut our 
internal and external resources. They disrupt our sense of safety, create new 
challenges in living situations, and present us with overwhelming decisions and 
questions with no answers. These challenges may be more than we can 
comprehend and almost more than we can bear, at least when we are in the acute 
phases of learning to live with the loss.   
 
Our suggestions for anyone living with grief are to make simple but profound 
interventions:  take good care of your physical health, seek out and use healthy 
support systems, learn about the nature of grief and make room for it in your life for 
as long as you need to.   
 
As time passes after an event, you may find yourself contemplating questions about 
your own mortality and how the loss has impacted the meaning of your life. There 
may be moments of wonder and learning mixed in with times of emotion or 
numbness.  This “soup” of grief is natural--having a number of responses that may 
not make sense and may even feel contradictory to each other at times.   It can be 
frightening to not understand how to navigate the depth of loss, or know how to get 
things under control.   
 
With time and attention, we begin to develop relevant coping skills and most losses 
can be integrated into our lives.  We can move on, not forgetting, but becoming able 
to live changed lives without sinking into disabling grief regularly. 
 
When people experience multiple losses, however, the challenges are somewhat 
different and greater. Although the saying “God only gives me as much as I can 
handle” may have meaning in some situations, sometimes we are given more than 
we can bear.  Allow that to shape your reality and self-compassion and you will 



           
 

 

                       

become your own best friend in the work of learning to live with a different kind of 
hope.   
 
We define multiple losses loosely as a cluster of significant changes that happen 
within a relatively short period of time, such as a couple of years.  You may be 
dealing with one multiple loss situation, such as a disaster in which many people 
die, or a series of personal changes that involve sustained losses, such as deaths, 
relationship estrangements, work and home changes or health problems, to name a 
few.  There is no official list of significant events that qualify as loss; they are the 
events that change the quality of your life, based on your personal values.   
 
Faced with the overwhelming reality of multiple losses, there may be no way to 
process them in any sequence or with clarity.  We call this bereavement overload.  
You will probably not be able to grieve each loss distinctly or in any particular order 
of significance or occurrence.   The feeling of being overwhelmed may be 
predominant, and you might go in and out of being physically and emotionally 
exhausted, with waves of despair, anger, fright and sadness that seem impossible 
to escape.  The sheer overload can cause anxiety and a sense of darkness.   
 
When you experience traumatic aspects in your losses, it may be wise to seek help 
from professionals trained to help you untangle any complexities between grief and 
trauma.  It is also important to recognize the specific highlights between processing 
grief and managing multiple loss.   
 

• Validate the magnitude and significance of the changes individually but also 
respect that the sheer weight of living with so much loss IS too much at 
times.  Your ability to function, to trust, to imagine a future can be greatly 
compromised.   

 
• You may be preoccupied by one loss or another at different times, perhaps 

focusing on the one that is the most important for your body, mind and soul to 
grapple with immediately.   

 
• You may simply shut down, numbing or finding ways to avoid any thoughts or 

feelings in order to rest from the onslaught of facts, feelings and adjustments, 
and that is fine.  These may be useful coping techniques to get you through 
unmanageable times, but it is important to understand when they may no 
longer be helping you move toward a life with more freedom.  
 

• It will likely not be helpful to simply explore the pain over and over, but to 
learn to breathe on top of it so you can continue to develop and live with 
some measure of resiliency.   



           
 

 

                       

 
• Focusing on being in the moment does not change your reality, but it does 

maximize your ability to keep some balance and allow you to manage daily 
living.  
 

• Simply taking care of your basic needs is not only critical to your holistic 
health -- when faced with such an assault on your senses and world, it is an 
amazing feat, and one you should be proud of.  

 
• Questions of trust, hopelessness, and security cannot be addressed 

immediately or absolutely, but skills and answers come often while living 
through this time of regeneration with appropriate support.  Having people 
who support you is critical.  

     
• There is no end point of integration and peace that you must reach for; small 

practical goals for self-care are the rest stops that will guide you on a journey 
that can’t be fully mapped out. 
   

• Look for the blessings in your life to give moments of hope a chance to offset 
the hopelessness that may engulf you. 

 
It is important to ask yourself these kinds of questions regularly: 

• What have I done in the past when faced with challenges to my well-being?  
What have I held to that kept me going? 

• What keeps me going every morning?  How do I endure facing each day? 
• What do I have faith in when things are darkest? 
• Do I have an image of what I might look like if/when I come through this time 

in a healthy way? 
 
People who have learned to live successfully with histories of multiple loss have 
done so by accepting the truth of their situations, by surrendering to taking care of 
what they can, by breathing in and out between their sorrow and their resilience, 
and holding to the people and things that give them meaning and hope.    
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